ORDER:

In the approved list dated 01.12.2017, 50 Nos. Sub-Engineers were considered for appointment by transfer to the post of AE/AAE, by operating Roster Points from R.P.No.1 to 7 (AEs) and from R.P.No.1 to 52 (AAEs), duly carry forwarding two vacancies meant for R.P.No.31/OC-PH and R.P.33/ST as there were no qualified and eligible candidates to consider. Subsequently, in letter 4th cited, the CE/O&M/RTTP has forwarded the representation of Smt R Maheswari, SBE (Elec.)/RTTP requesting to consider her case under Physical challenged quota and enclosed PH certificate Dtd:03.12.2009 issued by Medical Board/Osmania General Hospital, Hyderabad, A.P. In terms of G.O.Ms.No.42 Department for Women Children, Disabled and Senior Citizens, (DW) Dated 19.10.2011, adopted in G.O.O.No.503/JS(Per)/2012 Dtd 26.12.2012 ROR in promotions in favour of differently abled employees shall be implemented in all categories of posts in all services except O&M, Fire and Security Services, where the cadre strength is more than five. The Required/Existing representation of differently abled in the cadre of AE/AAE as on the date of drawal of panel was 34/23 Nos. respectively. In terms of Regulation 8(1) of APSEB SRs Part-I, as adopted by APGENCO, “All first appointments to a service and all promotions in a service shall be made by the appointing authority, or the authority specified in Sub-Regulation (c) as the case may be from a list of approved candidates” and as per Reg.8(2)(a), when qualified and eligible candidates were omitted to be considered, such cases shall again be placed before the Departmental Promotion Committee for review for the purpose of addition to, or deletion from the approved list at any time.

2. In accordance with above regulation provision, her case considered for inclusion in the list of approved candidates dated 01.12.17, drawn for appointment by transfer of SBEs as AEs against R.P.No.6/OC-PH-W, i.e. below Sri M. Pavan Kumar, Sub-Engineer (Mech) (SL.No.5) (now AE) and above Sri J.R.G.Sankar, Sub-Engineer(Mech) (SL.No.7) (now AE). Consequently, Sri Ch Srinivas, SBE (Elec.) found place against R.P.No.6/OC-PH-W drawn for appointment by transfer of SBEs as AAEs by displacing the position of Sri D Siva Rama Raju to R.P.No.31/OC-PH (carry forwarded roster point). Thereby, the appointment by transfer orders issued to Sri Ch Srinivas, SBE (Elec.) as Assistant Engineer vide G.O.O.No.183/CGM(Adm.IS&ERP)/17, Dtd:01.12.2017, are hereby cancelled.

3. After careful consideration and Under Regulation 14(a)(1) of APSEB Service Regulations Part-II, as adopted, Sri Ch Srinivas, Assistant Engineer (Promotee.) is appointed by transfer as Additional Assistant Engineer (Elec.) purely on temporary basis with effect from the date of his actual joining duty in the scale of pay of Rs.39455-1700-44555-1985-54480-2280-61320 with usual allowances admissible from time to time.

4. The appointment ordered above shall be subject to the following conditions;

   i) The appointment is purely temporary and do not confer any right to regular appointment as Additional Assistant Engineer (Elec.).

   ii) The appointment is liable for termination at any time without notice and without assigning any reasons thethereof.

   iii) The appointment is subject to production of physical fitness certificate issued by a Medical Officer of a rank not less than that of Civil Surgeon at the time of joining as Additional Assistant Engineer (Elec.).

   iv) He should produce original certificates of Diploma, PH and Age, i.e.Date of birth Certificate for verification by the concerned controlling officer at the time of joining as Additional Assistant Engineer (Elec.).

   v) He shall have to pass the prescribed tests as per APSEB Service Regulations as adopted.

   vi) He shall join duty within 15 days from the date of his relief.

Contd....
vii) He is informed that if he do not report as Additional Assistant Engineer within 15 days duly obtaining proper relief, the orders of his appointment by transfer as Additional Assistant Engineer shall be cancelled without further notice.

viii) The appointment ordered is liable to be revised based on the outcome of the judgment to be delivered in W.P.No.17275/2008 filed by Sri D. Rajesh Babu and 5 others pending before the Hon'ble High Court of A.P.

5. Sri Ch Srinivas, Sub-Engineer (Elec) on appointment by transfer as Additional Assistant Engineer ordered in para-3 above is posted to the control of CE/O&M/Dr.NTPPS against the post diverted vide reference 5th cited.

6. The Chief Engineers/O&M/Dr.NTPPS is requested to issue reposing orders to the above AE(promote).

7. He is requested to assume charge accordingly after obtaining proper relief from the concerned controlling officer of the present place of working.

M Sujaya Kumar
CHIEF GENERAL MANAGER(Adm,IS&ERP)

To
Sri Ch Srinivas, AE(Promotee)
Through: The Chief Engineer/O&M/Dr.NTPPS

Copy to the:
The Chief Engineer/O&M/Dr.NTPPS -- He is requested to verify the certificates mentioned at para-4(iii)&(iv) above, before accepting the joining report.

Superintending Engineer/O&M/MHES
PS to Managing Director
ADE/Techn. to Director (HR&IR) || Hydel || Thermal
SAO to Director(Finance) || PA to CGM (Adm,IS&ERP)
All Chief Engineers//All Superintending Engineers || All FA&CCAs
All Deputy Secretaries || Divisional Engineer/MPP
Pay Officer||Accounts Officer(CPR)
Stock File/Spare.

//FORWARDED : : BY ORDER //

\[Signature\]
PERSONNEL OFFICER